See Your World Like Never Before
Introducing EyeDef Lenses, Our Exclusive Signature Line
Only at SVS Vision, EyeDef Lenses offer a wide range of performance vision for everyone’s needs and
lifestyle. Learn about our exclusive lenses to see which lens is right for you.
SunShield
Signature polarized lenses for maximum clarity and protection
If you need prescription glasses for your active outdoor lifestyle, EyeDef SunShield lenses are a musthave. Polarized lenses protect your eyes from the sun, eliminate glare, and improve sight quality. Once
you try on a pair of SunShield prescription sunglasses, you’ll want to take them with you everywhere
you go.
IntelliLens
Best-in-class customized progressive lenses
For those who wear progressive lenses, EyeDef IntelliLens offers the ultimate digitally-advanced
technology. We create a completely customized lens specifically for your eye, giving you a level of clarity
and precision above and beyond typical progressive lenses.
DigiSmart
Lenses designed with every screen in mind
If you spend a lot of your time using digital devices like mobile phones, tablets and computer screens,
EyeDef DigiSmart lenses give you an enhanced viewing zone while reducing eye fatigue. Whether your
screen time is related to business or pleasure, you’ll love the view through DigiSmart lenses.
ScreenPro
Lenses focused on keeping you focused
Say goodbye to eye strain. Designed specifically for the workplace, EyeDef ScreenPro lenses give you
clear vision in near and intermediate ranges. You’ll enjoy clear and comfortable focus while reading and
viewing your computer screen, as well as when meeting and working with your colleagues.
TruView
Lenses designed to refine
For those who don’t require progressive lenses, EyeDef TruView single vision lenses provide a wide field
of vision. Digitally manufactured to offer superior performance, TruView lenses are personalized for allday comfort and clear vision.
At SVS Vision, you can find the perfect lens for your needs and lifestyle, as well as a range of designer
frames to fit your personal style. Ready to take your vision to the next level? Request an appointment
today.

SPECIAL OFFER: Until July 31, enjoy free frames with purchase of prescription lenses. Our frame free-forall event is for a limited time only.

